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Energy loss of fragment protons dissociated from 0.2- and 0.5-MeVÕamu H2
¿ ions incident

in carbon foils
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Energy losses of fragment protons from 0.2- and 0.5-MeV/amu H2
1 were measured at transmission through

amorphous carbon foils of thickness less than 25mg/cm2. The energy losses of randomly oriented fragment
protons and those of the fragment protons aligned in the direction of motion show how the spatial correlation
of the protons affects the energy loss. We use the dielectric formalism to calculate the stopping power of
amorphous carbon for two spatially correlated protons and compare with the experimental energy-loss data.
We conclude that higher energies or thinner foils are necessary to understand the anomalous energy loss of
aligned proton pairs.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Bw, 36.40.2c
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of fast charged particles moving throu
solids is an important subject, since its study offers b
basic and applied possibilities to improve our understand
of the nature of matter and allows a controlled modificat
of the properties of materials. Recent studies@1,2# have made
clear the role played by the collective response of vale
electrons of the solid in the energy loss of fast charged p
ticles moving through it. This response is calledpolarization
wakeand represents electron density oscillations trailing
hind the charged particle@1,3#. This wake affects not only
the motion of the particle that creates it, but also the mot
of nearby charged particles@4#.

In the pioneering study of the energy loss of fragme
protons that result from the dissociation of H2

1 and H3
1 in

carbon and gold foils, Brandtet al. @5# showed that the ratio
of the energy loss of a cluster of protons to the sum of
energy losses of the corresponding isolated componen
larger than 1. The result that the energy-loss ratio is differ
from unity was ascribed to the interference of the polari
tion wakes created by the fragments, which modify the
tarding force acting on the protons of a cluster; this is
ferred to as vicinage effects. Since this study, many
experimental and theoretical works have been published
the energy loss of fragments of molecular ions@6–17#.

Theoretical studies have shown that the energy loss
pair of correlated ions depends on their velocity as well as
the length and orientation of the internuclear axis of the p
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with respect to the direction of motion. Steueret al. @9# mea-
sured the energy loss of the fragments resulting from
dissociation of diatomic molecular ions with their intern
clear axes parallel to the beam direction, where a sizea
variation in energy loss is expected.

Determinations of the energy loss of fragment ions in th
foils, except for the study by Brandtet al. @5#, have so far
been done through the measurements of the energie
emerging individual fragment ions. In the present investig
tion we have arranged an experimental setup where only
energy losses of proton pairs are detected. After transmis
of the fragments dissociated from H2

1 ions through amor-
phous carbon foils, energy-loss ratios are measured for
proton pairs exiting the foil with the internuclear axis or
ented randomly, or parallel, to the direction of motion. F
comparison with the experimental energy-loss ratios,
have calculated the stopping power of amorphous carbon
spatially correlated protons, using the dielectric formalis
@18# to describe the electronic excitations in the stopp
medium and taking into account the time evolution of t
internuclear separation due to Coulomb repulsion betw
both protons.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A narrowly collimated beam of H2
1 or H1 ions with

energies 0.2 and 0.5 MeV/amu from the 4-MV Van
Graaff accelerator of Kyoto University was introduced in
scattering chamber at high vacuum conditions, where a m
able target ladder was mounted. Self-supporting amorph
carbon foils of thicknesses ranging from 2mg/cm2 to 25
mg/cm2 were mounted on the target ladder holding sev
foils. The mass density of the target was 1.65 g/cm3 and the
foil thicknesses were determined comparing the measu
energy losses for protons at 0.2 MeV and 0.5 MeV with t
stopping power data compiled by Andersen and Ziegler@19#.
The diameter of the beam was less than 10mm, the irradia-
tion was done at several positions per each foil, and
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measured thickness was averaged. We checked that the
ferences in measured thicknesses, due both to the inhom
neities of the foils and the calibration with two proton ene
gies, were within 5%. The effect of impurities on the targ
is very small, a few percentage points in our experim
@20#.

The ions transmitted through each one of the foils on
ladder were detected by either of two solid-state detec
~SSD, PD25-10-500, and PD25-10-100 AM, Camberra
dustries, Inc.! placed at 5 cm and 278 cm downstream fro
the target. The former SSD, which we call U-SSD hereaf
accepted ions scattered within angles less than 3.2°, and
latter one, which we call D-SSD, did the same with io
scattered within angles less than 0.04°.

The angular deflections of the fragment H1 ions resulting
from the Coulomb explosion of H2

1 ions in free space were
less than 0.8° for the slowest H2

1 ions used in the experi
ment; thus the acceptance half angle of the U-SSD was w
enough to detect almost all the pairs of H1 ions formed in
the foil; i.e., the randomly oriented fragment pairs~random
pairs! were detected. On the other hand, the D-SSD co
accept only the fragment pairs with their internuclear a
aligned parallel to the direction of motion; we will refer t
these pairs asaligned pairs in the following. To eliminate
H2

1 ions that could be transmitted through the thinner fo
or formed by recombination of protons at foil exit, a ma
netic charge-state separator was installed in front of
D-SSD; in any case, these H2

1 would have a negligible con
tribution to the loss, as its fraction is rather small@21#. In the
energy spectrum obtained from the D-SSD, the yield of fr
ment pairs is small compared with the yield of isolated p
tons. To avoid the random pulse pile-up of the isolated p
tons, we measured the energy spectra of proton pairs
counting rate less than about 100 pulses/s. The energy s
tra of the incident H2

1 ions were measured with the tw
SSD’s.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The mean electric pulse height produced by the pairs
protons was almost twice as large as that of single proton
the same velocity, and almost all the detected pulses a
U-SSD were due to fragment pairs. In the energy spect
obtained with the D-SSD, a peak due to isolated protons
observed besides the peak due to aligned pairs that
wanted to measure. These isolated protons had lost
memory of their initial molecular orientation and their pa
ner protons as the result of multiple small-angle scatterin
the foil. In Fig. 1 we show the thickness dependence of
ratio of the fraction of aligned pairs to the isolated prot
fraction transmitted through the foil for the case of 0.5 Me
amu H2

1. Even at the thinnest foil used here, the fraction
the aligned pairs was only about 3%, showing that the c
related motion of the fragment pair is considerably disturb
by the multiple small-angle scattering.

After the correction of energy loss in the surface de
layer ~about 50 nm equivalent thickness of Si! of the SSD’s,
the pulse heights were converted into energies. The en
resolution of the SSD’s was 10 keV, however the peak of
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energy spectrum could be fitted to a Gaussian distribu
and the most probable energy at the peak was determ
with an accuracy of 0.1 keV.

From the difference of the peak energyE of the incident
H2

1 ions and the peak energyEf(z) of the pair of protons
transmitted through a foil of thicknessz, the most probable
energy loss of the fragment pairs was determined asDE(z)
5E2Ef(z). Energy losses of 0.2 and 0.5 MeV/amu H1 ions
were also measured for comparison with the losses of
fragments. The dependence of the most probable energy
of random pairs (DER), aligned pairs (DEA), and isolated
protons (DEp), on the thicknessz of carbon foil at the trans-
mission of 0.2 and 0.5 MeV/amu H2

1 and H1 ions is shown
in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively. The ratios between th
energy losses of proton pairs and isolated proto
DEj (z)/2DEp(z) ( j 5A,R, whereA andR stand for aligned

FIG. 1. Thickness dependence of the ratio of the fraction
aligned pairs to the fraction of isolated protons transmitted thro
the amorphous carbon foil. The energy of the H2

1 beam was 0.5
MeV/amu.

FIG. 2. Thickness dependence of the most probable ene
losses of random pairs (d DER), aligned pairs (h DEA), and iso-
lated protons~— DEp) at the transmission of~a! 0.2 MeV/amu and
~b! 0.5 MeV/amu H2

1 and H1 ions through amorphous carbo
foils.
2-2
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ENERGY LOSS OF FRAGMENT PROTONS DISSOCIATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 012902
and random, respectively!, will characterize the vicinage ef
fects of the fragments dissociated from H2

1 ions and trans-
mitted through the carbon foils.

IV. THEORY

The mean energy loss of a spatially correlated pair of i
differs from the sum of the energy losses that would be
perienced by the individual ions. This vicinage effect d
pends on the molecular velocity and the orientation a
length of the internuclear vector. In what follows we sh
consider only the electronic energy loss since this is the p
cipal mechanism at high velocities. Atomic units@22# will be
used throughout these calculations.

The stopping powerSp for a proton moving with velocity
v through a medium characterized by a dielectric funct
«(q,v) is expressed in the dielectric formalism as

Sp5
2

pv2E0

`dq

q E
0

qv
dv v ImF 21

«~q,v!G , ~1!

whereq andv are the momentum and energy transferred
the electronic excitations of the stopping medium. Tak
into account the correlated motion of the two protons res
ing from the dissociation of the H2

1 ion, the electronic stop-
ping power for the pair of protons moving with velocityv is
given by @14#

Spair~r ,u!52 @11I ~r ,u!# Sp , ~2!

where I (r ,u) is the vicinage function,Sp is the stopping
power for a single proton, given by Eq.~1!, r is the internu-
clear distance, andu is the angle between the internucle
vector and the direction of motion of the pair.

The vicinage functionI (r ,u) measures the collective e
fects that appear in the stopping power for the correla
proton pair and it can be written as@14#

I ~r ,u!5
2

pv2Sp
E

0

`dq

q E
0

qv
dv v ImF 21

«~q,v!G
3cosS rv cosu

v D J0~r sinuAq22v2/v2!, ~3!

whereJ0(•••) is the Bessel function of the first kind. For th
case of random pairs, the vicinage function only depends
the internuclear distancer and it becomes

I R~r !5^I ~r ,u!&u

5
2

pv2Sp
E

0

`dq

q

sin~qr !

qr E
0

qv
dv v ImF 21

«~q,v!G ,
~4!

where^•••&u denotes the angular average. For a pair of p
tons oriented in the direction of motion, i.e., for the align
pair, we have the vicinage function
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I A~r !5I ~r ,0!

5
2

pv2Sp
E

0

`dq

q E
0

qv
dv v ImF 21

«~q,v!GcosS rv

v D .

~5!

In order to evaluate the stopping power using Eqs.~2!,
~4!, and~5!, it is necessary to specify the dielectric functio
«(q,v) of the amorphous carbon foils; we model the diele
tric properties of the target by a sum of two Mermin-typ
energy-loss functions@18,23#,

ImF 21

«~q,v!G5(
i 51

2

Ai ImF 21

«M~q,v;v i ,g i !
G , ~6!

where«M is the Mermin dielectric function@24# andv i and
g i are plasmon energy and damping, respectively, which
related to the location and width of the peaks in the ener
loss function Im@21/«(q50,v)#. Mermin’s dielectric func-
tion is a generalization of Lindhard’s dielectric function for
free-electron gas@25#, but it takes into account the finite
plasmon lifetime and preserves the local particle number.
fitted the experimental energy-loss function for amorpho
carbon, taken from Ref.@26#, with the expression~6! at q
50, usingAi , v i andg i as the fitting parameters; the coe
ficientsAi in Eq. ~6! were calculated imposing sum rules
fit to the number of valence electrons in carbon. Using
set of parametersA150.2363,v150.23 a.u.,g150.21 a.u.,
A250.7088,v250.94 a.u., andg250.49 a.u., we reproduce
the two broad peaks at;0.2 a.u. and;0.9 a.u., which cor-
respond to the collective excitations ofp and s1p elec-
trons in carbon, respectively. In Fig. 3 we show the evolut
of the energy-loss function Im@21/«(q,v)# of amorphous
carbon as a function of the transferred energyv and momen-
tum q. The dots represent the experimental data from R
@26# at q50. It is appreciated from Fig. 3 that the pea
structure atq50 disappears asq increases, which means tha
the collective excitations decay to single excitations atq

FIG. 3. Energy-loss function Im@21/«(q,v)# of amorphous
carbon. The dots atq50 show experimental data from Ref.@26#.
The solid lines correspond to results obtained with Eq.~6!, as de-
scribed in the text.
2-3
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.0, a behavior that is well reproduced by our model wh
compared with available experimental data@27#.

Equations~4! and ~5! are calculated with the energy-los
function shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 we show the vicinag
functions for random pairs and for aligned pairs, as a fu
tion of the internuclear distance, for the case of 0.2 and
MeV/amu H2

1 ions. The vicinage functionI R(r ) for random
pairs decreases monotonically asr increases. Figure 4~a!,
corresponding to 0.2 MeV/amu H2

1, shows thatI R(r ) is
practically zero at aboutr;7 a.u. On the other hand,I A(r )
decreases rapidly with increasing distancer and becomes
negative atr>3 a.u. It is negative even atr *10 a.u. and
approaches to zero at largerr, where the interference effect
gradually vanish. The positive and negative values of
vicinage functionI A(r ) come from the position of the trail
ing proton relative to the leading one, where the force due
the wake of the leading proton may be repulsive or attrac
on the trailing proton. Similar characteristic features can
seen in the vicinage function for the case of 0.5 MeV/a
H2

1 ions, shown in Fig. 4~b!, but now the negative interfer
ence effects appear for larger internuclear distances.

After the H2
1 ion enters the target it loses its bindin

electron in the first few atomic layers and then it mov
through the target as a pair of correlated protons underg
mutual repulsion. Therefore, the internuclear separationr in-
creases as the pair of protons moves deeper in the ta
Using a screened Coulomb potentialV(r )5r 21exp(2r/a)
@28#, wherea5v/vpl is the screening length andvpl50.94
a.u. is the largest plasmon energy of the amorphous ca
target, we have obtained the time-dependent internuc
separationr (t), assuming an initial valuer 0 at its entrance of
the target surface. It is worth noting that in the velocity r
gime which we are dealing with in this work, the final resu
of energy losses hardly change if we consider a pure C
lomb potential.

Equation~2! provides the stopping power of the target f
a proton pair with a given internuclear separation, for
cases of random and aligned pairs. Taking into account

FIG. 4. Vicinage functions for random pairs~—! and for aligned
pairs~- - -! in amorphous carbon.~a! 0.2 MeV/amu H2

1 and~b! 0.5
MeV/amu H2

1.
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the internuclear separation increases as the proton pair
etrates the target,r (t), and assuming that the velocityv is
constant, the energy loss of the proton pair traversing a
of thicknessz is

DEj~z!52vSpE
0

z/v
dt @11I j„r ~ t !…# ~ j 5R,A!, ~7!

where I R„r (t)… and I A„r (t)… are given by Eqs.~4! and ~5!,
respectively. Finally the energy-loss ratio will be

DEj~z!

2DEp~z!
511

v
zE0

z/v
dt I j„r ~ t !… ~ j 5R,A!. ~8!

Using the vicinage functions depicted in Fig. 4, the ratios
energy losses, Eq.~8!, for random and aligned pairs wer
calculated for 0.2 MeV/amu and 0.5 MeV/amu H2

1 ions.
This ratio characterizes the deviation from the energy-l
additivity of the individual noncorrelated protons resultin
from the dissociation of a molecule, and indicates the int
ference effects in the energy loss due to the correlated
tion of two protons in an amorphous carbon foil.

From the widths of the peaks of the energy spectra of
fragment protons, we found that the internuclear separa
of H2

1 had a rather broad distribution, as noted by Bran
et al. @5#. In order to check the effect of the initial internu
clear separation on the energy loss ratio, we calculated
ratio using a mean value ofr 051.25 Å and also taking into
account the initial distribution of the distances, but t
energy-loss ratios were practically the same in both cases
the range of thicknesses studied in the present work.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In Figs. 5 and 6 we have depicted the energy-loss ra
for random and aligned pairs for the case of 0.2 and

FIG. 5. Comparison of the experimental~symbols! and calcu-
lated ~solid lines! energy-loss ratios of~a! random pairs,
DER /2DEp , and ~b! aligned pairs,DEA /2DEp , at the transmis-
sion of 0.2 MeV/amu H2

1 through amorphous carbon foils, plotte
as a function of the foil thickness.
2-4
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MeV/amu H2
1 ions, as a function of the carbon foil thick

ness expressed inmg/cm2. The experimental energy-loss ra
tios ~represented by symbols! were derived from the data in
Fig. 2 and are compared with the calculated ones~shown by
solid lines!. The theoretical ratios for random pairs are
ways larger than unity for both energies. The ratios
aligned pairs decrease more rapidly than those for rand
pairs, and become less than unity, after which they appro
unity for larger thicknesses.

It must be noted, however, that all the measured ratios
aligned pairs are larger than unity, while the theory pred
ratios smaller than unity at larger foil thicknesses. This d
crepancy may be related to the multiple small-angle sca
ing in the foils: Even at the thinnest foil and higher ener
used in the experiment, the detected aligned pairs are a
3% of the total detected ions in the forward direction, as w
shown in Fig. 1. This indicates that, despite the tendenc
alignment due to the wake potential, the correlated motion
a pair of protons is effectively disturbed by the multip
small-angle scattering and that the direction of the ini
internuclear vector is hardly preserved in the foil transmit
pairs. We may interpret this energy loss of the nomi
aligned pairs as being the result of an average over a s
angular region; thus the energy-loss ratio becomes simila

FIG. 6. Comparison of the experimental~symbols! and calcu-
lated ~solid lines! energy-loss ratios of~a! random pairs,
DER /2DEp , and ~b! aligned pairs,DEA /2DEp , at the transmis-
sion of 0.5 MeV/amu H2

1 through amorphous carbon foils, plotte
as a function of the foil thickness.
o
y
.
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that of random pairs as the foil thickness increases.
Deviations of the energy-loss ratios of the aligned pairs

0.2 MeV/amu H2
1 from the theoretical curve are larger

the thinnest foils. The deviations come from the large ene
losses of the aligned pairs and are supposed to be relate
the mechanism of energy-loss measurement used in the
periment. In the present experimental setup, we expected
the protons of a pair hit the SSD simultaneously and that
SSD generates a single electric pulse. This was realize
the U-SSD, where the maximum interval of two arrivin
protons of a pair was about 90 ps. In the D-SSD, howev
the trailing proton of the aligned pair originated from a 0
MeV/amu H2

1 hits the D-SSD about 5.2 ns after the hit
the leading proton. This interval is comparable to the r
times of the electric pulse generated by an isolated proto
the semiconductor detector and of the output voltage sig
of the preamplifier. The delayed proton signal may over
the preceding proton signal to give a signal that is sligh
smaller in height than the signal of the proton pair hitting t
SSD simultaneously. This effect was not observed
aligned pairs of 0.5 MeV/amu H2

1, where the corresponding
interval is 3 ns.

The energy-loss ratio increases with the projectile ene
both for random and aligned proton pairs and goes to unit
larger foil thickness. This behavior is because the interf
ence effects spread at larger internuclear distances as
energy increases. This tendency is followed both by the
culations and by the experimental data.

We conclude that, in the range of energies and thicknes
studied in this work, there are no significant experimen
differences for the energy-loss ratio of aligned and rand
pairs; the main discrepancies appear for the thinner fo
which are the more difficult to be properly characterized. I
desirable to use higher-energy H2

1 ions or thinner target
foils to detect the anomalous energy loss of aligned pro
pairs. The effects of multiple small-angle scattering of fra
ment pairs can be made smaller at the above-mentioned
perimental conditions.
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